
OpenGround Civils Extension User Guide
The material contained within this user guide is designed to provide an introduction and ref-
erence for the OpenGround Civils Extension package.

What is OpenGround Civils Extension?
The OpenGround Civils Extension has been designed to ease the task of creating and visu-
alising geological and subsurface information.

Geotechnical design is like any other engineering practice, the designs need to be revised and 
refined. In many respects this is more the case with geotechnics as the engineer with limited 
information tries to interpret the data to best fit the site. To this end the tool has been designed 
to quickly display data in AutoCAD Civil 3D to allow the user to start modelling and interpreting 
the site data.

The Geotechnical Extension is designed to work with drill hole locations, geology data and 
other down hole data, this functionality includes:

Creating and managing Boreholes in both plan and model space
Creating and managing sub strata surfaces
Producing dynamic profiles and projecting log strips on to them
Geotechnical hatch and style management
Creation of XYZ point groups and XYZ surfaces

The extension is designed to show you the geotechnical data as stored in OpenGround Pro-
fessional, it does not interpret the data automatically, however, the surfaces that are created 
are a great starting point in the interpretation, modelling and visualisation process.

How to use this guide
Primarily, this document is structured to deal with concepts and functionality in a logical and 
theme-based manner. As such, the guide can be read progressively.  At the start of each 
chapter you will find an introduction section that gives you an overview of the capabilities of 
the system related to the chapter.  You may find it useful to start by reading these introductions 
only as this should give you an overview of what OpenGround Civils Extension can do and 
which parts you need to learn more about. Further information can be found regarding a topic 
by the use of the related articles section of each page or elsewhere on Bentley Assist.

Conventions used in this Document
Numbered paragraphs are used to describe step by step instructions on a task or series of 
related tasks. Bold Italic text denotes an item on the interface such as a menu option, com-
mand button, or listed item. Within this, the pipe (|) symbol denotes options on a cascading 
menu - as in Manage | Tests. Other Italic text is used to refer to proper names or emphasise a 
phrase, word or sentence. Bold text is used to indicate the actual contents of an editable field 
or box, or what the reader should type into a box
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User Interface

Data Management
 Logout This will log the user out of the current cloud repository they are connected to.

Connect: The extension connects and accesses project data directly from the OpenGround 
Professional Cloud repository that is currently in use. This Cloud login process would have 
been completed through the Launcher but if the app is launched via Civil 3D directly the con-
nect button will prompt for Cloud login.

Update:  Checks for changes in the current project in the OpenGround Professional Cloud 
repository and updates the geotechnical features in the current drawing.

Export:  Saves optimised geotechnical objects into a separate AutoCAD drawing file.

Asset Management
Location: Used to control what location elements are displayed and how they are presented 
including control over the 3D borehole banding and vertical exaggeration 

Strata:  The Strata Manager is used to create and display strata surfaces, the surfaces created 
are standard Civil 3D surfaces, they can be edited and manipulated using Civil 3D commands 
and are displayed in the tool prospector like any other surface.

The Manager is designed to make it fast and easy to switch between strata surfaces, the dis-
play of each surface can be checked on or off, there is no need to change the display style to 
hide the surface.

Hatches:  The Geotechnical Hatch Manager defines geotechnical hatches to be created from 
multiple Hatch overlays. The geotechnical hatches defined are used to render the log strips or 
profile areas of matching banding terms

Traditionally complex hatch combinations may be used to represent different geologies; often 
the standard AutoCAD hatch patterns are not flexible enough. A geotechnical hatch may be 
made up from overlaid hatch patterns each with its own colour, scale and rotation.  

Styles: The Style Manager is used to define the way the borehole is display on Plan, in the 
Model and on Profiles.

Layers: The Layer Manager is used to define the naming convention for the Geotechnical Lay-
ers being used. 

A prefix and suffix can be added along with drop down options to display the object, stratum 
and element.  There is also an option to split the stratum layer based on hatch pattern. The lay-
ers can then be configured further using the Layer Properties Manager in ACAD.

Terms: The Terms Manager is used to define terms for objects and elements in the layer 
names. Once defined they will appear in the Layer Properties Manager in ACAD.

Legend: The legend command creates a key table for the legend codes and geology codes 
used in the current project
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Profile
Create: Creates Civil 3D Profiles View overlaid with relevant boreholes logs stripes with strata 
bands between profiles automatically hatched 

Edit: Used to edit the Civil 3D Profile view. Once a view has been created the editor tool will 
allow for changing what is shown on that profile.

Manage: Used to resynchronise boreholes logs stripes with Profiles Views if they go out of 
tally after manipulation

XYZ
Point Group: A wizard to create a Civil 3D Point Group from down hole data, the Points can 
either be at true elevation or the actual value of the reading can be used as Z coordinate

Surface: Like Point Group, but creates a Civil 3D Surface from the down hole data.

Interpretation
Load: Load Interpretations from the cloud

Save: Save Interpretations to the cloud

Boundary: Quickly adds surface boundaries to pairs of strata surfaces

Create: Quickly create Geotechnical Profile View for use with the Interpretation commands, 
uses the defaults from the Interpretation Settings

Edit: Displays the Edit Interpretation dialog to edit and manipulate geotechnical profiles, edits 
made to the profiles are used to update the strata Civil 3D surface

Delete: Delete an interpretation profile view and all related edits to any 3D surfaces.

Settings: Set the default values used when creating and editing Interpretation Profiles

Fence Diagrams
Create: Creates a 3D Fence Diagram in model space representing the geotechnical strata as 
a slice through a 3D model

Manage: Updates Fence Diagrams to match any changes made to the strata 3D surfaces, 
including changes to vertical exaggeration

Help
Help: Access to the online help system

About: Version information about the software
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Check for Updates

Use the Update command to synchronise the geotechnical model in AutoCAD Civil 3D with 
any updates in OpenGround Professional. The 3D Boreholes will be updated with the latest 
data from OpenGround Professional with the changes in geology been reflected in any strata 
surfaces created. The update merges the changes with all of the existing geotechnical features 
in the drawing so borehole locations, geotechnical surfaces, profiles, XYZ point groups and 
surfaces are all updated with the latest data from OpenGround Professional. Note: the update 
process is one way of updating the CAD drawing with the latest data from the OpenGround Pro-
fessional project.

Updates
Command: HBSI_Update  

 

 

From the OpenGround Professional ribbon click Updates

If prompted, enter your OpenGround Professional credentials.

The command displays the numbers of changes the update will make to the current geo-
technical objects in the current drawing

Click Update to update the geotechnical data in the drawing.

The boreholes will be updated, inserted or deleted as part of the update process, strata sur-
faces, profiles, XYZ point groups and XYZ surfaces will also be updated.

Although the changes in OpenGround Professional should be merged with the edits in 
AutoCAD Civil 3D, in some cases surface edits like swap edge and delete line can be lost 
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and will need to be reapplied.

It is possible to alter the order of surface edits in the Surface Properties Definition tab to 
reapply the changes.

Export
Command: HBSI_StrataExport 

The Export command to create and save an AutoCAD drawing file containing geotechnical 
objects prepared and optimised for import into partner AutoDesk products such as Navisworks, 
Infraworks and Revit.

An Export dialog will be displayed with the following options available for exporting to a .dwg 
file when the command is executed.

Plan Boreholes- The Locations point markers previously represented as COGO points on Plan 
Strips.

Model Boreholes- The 3D Cylinders

Fence Diagrams- Fence Diagram generated from a Profile Section.

 

By default, all three options are selected but any can be toggled off if required.

 

Export: On selection, the Strata Export save directory dialog will be displayed. Once named 
the file will be saved to the target directory as a .DWG file.

The successfully exported file will be opened in a new drawing. The below example illustrates 
this.
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The Export will bring across any Materials that have been assigned to Strata in the Hatch 
Manager. Geotechnical Property Sets are also included in the exported data, accessible 
from the extended section of the properties dialog. These will contain various data for the 
boreholes..

 

The exported Strata Solids and Boreholes are now ready to import into the other companion 
software.

 

Please note that the successful import of the Exported Strata is predicated on the ability 
of the companion tools functionality to import the data.
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Create and Manage Locations

Hole locations are automatically generated when connecting to a OpenGround Professional 
project and are represented by two main elements in the AutoCAD drawing.

Plan symbol: The marker representing the whole location on plan, this is made up from a Point 
and a Point label

3D Borehole: A number of cylinders representing the borehole in 3D; each cylinder represents 
different strata/banding down the borehole.

The way these elements look is defined by styles and are covered elsewhere in this guide. 

 

3D Boreholes rendered

The location plan symbol is placed on one layer; the 3D borehole cylinders are all in different 
layers' dependent on their strata/banding name. All layers created are placed under the KNX 
group in the AutoCAD Layer properties.

Locations Manager
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Command: HBSI_LocationManager  

From the OpenGround Professional ribbon click Locations to display the dialog box.

Use the Location Manager to specify which hole locations and elements to display. For each 
location the plan symbol or 3D borehole can be displayed or hidden.  

The Location Manager

The Location Manager displays the locations from the current project connection in a grid with 
each row representing a borehole.  

The grid can be sorted by clicking on the header of any column, clicking again will change the 
sort order, or the filtered via the Filter icon  

It is possible to sort data by more than one column. Simply hold down the shift key while 
selecting the first sort column, and then select a second column to order the data primarily by 
the first column followed by the second.

Include: The Include toggle can be unchecked to prevent the hole data being used in any sur-
face created. Toggled on: the hole will be used, toggled off: it will not be used.  This may be 
required for holes where the data is not reliable. Using this method will exclude the use of data 
from the borehole in any strata surface created. The toggle in the column header can be used 
to include or exclude all filtered boreholes.

Plan: The toggle controls the display of the location Plan Symbol.

Strip: The toggle controls the display of the location Plan Strip.

Model: The toggle controls the display of the 3D Borehole.

Zoom: Zooms to the borehole location.

Band By: Specifies the type of geotechnical data to use to create the 3D Boreholes cylinders, 
the options are:

BGS Lexicon
Geology Code
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Geology Code 2
Legend Code

Banded by Geology CodeBanded by Legend Code

Changing the option will force the update of the 3D Boreholes with the cylinders now rep-
resenting the new geology banding type.

The cylinder strata colour is given by the geotechnical hatch for the stratum, the hatch styles 
are defined in the geotechnical Hatch Manager. The individual cylinder elements are placed 
on layers specified by their stratum name.

Geotechnical objects are placed on layers' dependent on their strata name; this includes the 
individual cylinder elements in boreholes and the geology surfaces. The layers can be found 
in the standard AutoCAD Layers Properties Manager, the layers are in a group called KNX

3D Exaggeration: Specifies the vertical scale to use to display the geotechnical objects in 
model space. By changing the exaggeration, the 3D Boreholes, strata surfaces, XYZ point 
groups and XYZ surfaces created by the Civil Extension will all have their vertical scale 
updated.

2D Exaggeration: Specifies the vertical scale to use to display the 2D strips on plan. By chan-
ging the exaggeration, the 2D Log Strips will be redrawn with the new vertical scale.

Location Groups: Selecting a group will filter the location grid to only show the locations for the 
selected group. The select box lists the Location Groups (if any) defined in OpenGround Pro-
fessional. Note: If none is selected then all the locations contained solely within the Location 
Groups will be displayed. 

Select from Drawing: Used to refine which locations are displayed in the location grid,

Press Select from Drawing and select the boreholes either by clicking the borehole texts, the 
borehole plan symbols or using the mouse to select the locations then press enter. The loc-
ation grid will be redisplayed with just the selected locations.

Clear all filters: The location grid will be redisplayed listing all locations in the drawing for the 
current project.
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Controlling Location Groups
Location Groups are created and managed in OpenGround Professional. They are a means of 
collating collections of related boreholes together, for instance they could be used to represent 
different phrases of drilling or different areas of the site.

Their big advantage is that it allows the control of boreholes to be modelled in AutoCAD Civil 
3D. If you had a very large site, the use of location groups will allow you to concentrate on pre-
cisely the area of the model you wish to without the overhead of having to load in all of the pro-
jects boreholes, it also helps to optimise performance.

The groups command is used to control which groups display after the drawing has been con-
nected to a project. When groups are included or excluded the drawing data, boreholes, sur-
faces and even profiles are updated to reflect the new selected groups.

Location Groups
Command: HBSI_LocationGroups  

From the OpenGround Professional ribbon click Groups to display the dialog box.

Use the Location groups to specify which OpenGround Professional location groups should be 
included or excluded from the current AutoCAD drawing.

Toggle Include ON to activate a Location Group, the borehole locations associated to the Loca-
tion Group will be created and made active when Save is pressed. Toggle Include OFF has 
the opposite effect with the associated boreholes being removed from the drawing. In both 
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cases any strata surfaces and geotechnical profiles will also be updated to reflect the changes. 
Note the Manage Profiles command may need to be used to rebuild the profiles

Save: Saves the settings and closes the dialog box, the drawing will be updated to reflect 
changes.
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Create Dynamic Geotechnical Profiles

The aim of the geotechnical extension is to quickly see and understand the site geology; cre-
ating dynamic profiles of the geology strata. Being able to see log strips projected on to Profile 
View is an excellent aid in understanding the geology of the site.

For Geotechnical Profiles to work, the current drawing must be connected to a OpenGround 
Professional project and have strata surfaces created.

An Alignment should also be created prior to using the Create Geotechnical Profile command, 
refer to Creating an Alignment for a Profile in this user guide.

Refer to Creating an Alignment for a Profile in this User Guide.

Create Profile View
Command: HBSI_CreateProfileView  

From the OpenGround Professional ribbon click Create to display the Create Profile wizard

Create Profile View works in the same way as the standard AutoCAD Civil 3D profiles; how-
ever they have the extra ability to project the required borehole log strips on to the Profile View 
and automatically hatch the strata areas.

 

The command uses a wizard to create the Geotechnical Profile.
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Step 1: Setup Profile:  
Specifies how and what Geotechnical Profile to create.
Profile View
Name: The name for the profile

Style: Select the Profile Style to be used to create the Geotechnical Profile; these are the stand-
ard AutoCAD Civil 3D Profile Styles. 

Profile styles can be edited using the standard AutoCAD Civil 3D functionality, refer to Profile 
View Styles in the AutoCAD Civil 3D help

 

Alignment:  Select the alignment to be used from the drop-down list or either select the align-
ment from the drawing or create a new alignment

Select from Drawing: Select the alignment to use in the profile from the drawing

Create Alignment:  Follow the prompts to draw the alignment line press Enter when done. An 
alignment will be created and used within the Geotechnical Profile.

 
Geotechnical Surfaces

The grid lists all of the geotechnical surfaces currently created in the drawing. If a stratum sur-
face is not present it means the surface has not been created, cancel the command and use 
the Strata Manager to create the required surface.

 

 

At least one geotechnical surface must be created and included to create a geotechnical pro-
file. 

Like all OpenGround Professional related grids, the rows can be sorted and filtered by clicking 
on the column headings.

Each stratum is represented by a single row in the grid.

Include: Toggled On or Off to display or hide each pair of stratum surfaces in the new geo-
technical profile.

Hatch: If both top and base surfaces have been created for a stratum, then the Hatch checkbox 
will be active, toggle On to Hatch the stratum in the profile, toggle Off for no Hatch. Hatch styles 
are defined in the Geotechnical Hatch Manager

Step 2: Select Locations
The Select Locations page is used for two functions, selecting the Geotechnical Style Set to 
use for the borehole logs and picking the locations to use in the profile.
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Style:  Select from the predefined list the style to use when creating the borehole log strips on 
the profile. Refer to the Geotechnical Style Manager to see how to create styles.
Filter locations
By Buffer:  Enter a distance to use to find all borehole locations within the specified distance 
from the alignment.

Dynamic: Toggle On dynamic for the Geotechnical Extension to search for new borehole loc-
ations within the buffer distance to project onto the Profile View when the alignment is mod-
ified. 

Show Buffer: Draws a polyline to highlight the extents of the buffer.

From Drawing: Press Select, to be prompted to select locations from the drawing, pick the 
borehole locations to project onto the alignment and press enter.

Finish: Clicking Finish will prompt the user to specify the insertion point for the Geotechnical 
Profile with a mouse click. The Strata profiles with the borehole log strips projected onto the 
Profile View will be created.

Manage Profiles
Command: HBSI_ProfileManager 

From the OpenGround Professional ribbon click Manage to display the Manage Profile dialog
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If hatch styles or Profile Views are modified, it is possible for the profile strips on Geotechnical 
Profile Views to go out of position or display out of date hatch styles. The Manage Geo-
technical Profile dialog is used to rebuild and refresh the Geotechnical Profile Views

Geotechnical Profiles
The geotechnical profiles grid lists all of the Geotechnical Profiles Views created in the current 
drawing.

Rebuild: Click Rebuild to regenerate the specific Geotechnical Profile View

Rebuild All: Click Rebuild All to regenerate all Geotechnical Profile Views in the drawing

 

Edit Profiles
Command: HBSI_EditProfileView 

Profile Views once created can be edited. There may be a need to add/remove Borehole Loca-
tions or remove strata hatching from being displayed as examples. 

Step 1: Selecting a Profile to Edit
From the Civil Ribbon Click Edit. Use the mouse to highlight and select an existing Profile 
View.

The Geotechnical Profile Wizard will be displayed, (Create and Select alignment is disabled).

The following can be edited:

Name: Rename the Profile

Style: Change the AutoCAD Civil 3D Profile View Style
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Band Set: Change the AutoCAD Civil 3D Profile Band Set

Geotechnical Surfaces: Toggle on/off Strata bandings as well as Hatching.

It is also possible to add non-strata surface Profiles to the profile view, these will be listed in 
the Geotechnical Surfaces grid.

Step 2: Select Locations
This Step in the wizard mirrors that of the Location selection process when creating the profile 
initially. 

Style Locations: 
Style: Select the Geotechnical Style specifying the Profile log strip style to be used on the Pro-
file View;

Step 3: Filter Locations
By Buffer:  Enter a distance to use to find all borehole locations within the specified distance 
from the alignment.

Dynamic: Toggle On dynamic for the Geotechnical Extension to search for new borehole loc-
ations within the buffer distance to project onto the Profile View when the alignment is mod-
ified.

Show Buffer: Draws a polyline to highlight the extents of the buffer.

Manual Selection: Provides the option to manually control Borehole Locations to be displayed 
on the profile view. Manual Selection offers the below three options:

Note, switching to manual selection from buffer will retain the selected buffer boreholes

Add from Drawing: Option to add Hole Locations to the profile by selecting from the plan view. 
Once selected the location/s will appear in the Wizard.
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Remove from Drawing: Option to remove existing Hole Locations from the profile view by 
selecting the locations from the plan view. Once selected the locations will no longer show in 
the Wizard.

Remove: Option to select a Hole Location from the Wizard and remove it from the profile 
without selecting from the drawing itself.

Back: Return back to the previous step.

Finish Confirms changes made to the profile. The changes are reflected on the Profile View 
instantly.

The below example illustrates adding a location to the Profile View from Plan selection along 
with toggling off the strata banding and hatching for FILL.

Manual Selection is chosen, and the Add from drawing selected.
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A location from the Plan view is selected and the location appears in the Wizard after the 
Return key is pressed.
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Press finish to finalise the changes being made. The Profile View will be updated to reflect this 
immediately. 

The Geotechnical Profile will be updated with the latest settings displaying log strips for the 
newly selected Borehole locations

The HBSI Civil Extension is shipped with a number of AutoCAD patterns for geology together 
with the standard geotechnical hatch styles for AGS legend codes. New geotechnical hatch 
styles are automatically created when accessing project with new stratum codes not 
encountered before. The Geotechnical Hatch Manager can be used to edit and refine these 
automatically created styles.

Creating an Alignment for a Profile
Before the geotechnical profile can be produced an alignment must first be created, following 
the steps below: -.

Draw a polyline along the route of the alignment/section

Select the Create Alignment from Objects command from the Home / Alignment rib-
bon or type CREATEALIGNMENTENTITIES on the command line
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Select the polyline created above

Press Enter or click Reverse to alter the direction of the alignment.

The Create Alignment from Objects dialog box is displayed

The default options can be left, however for ease of use it is recommended:
For Alignment Label Set to "No labels", the alignment is easier to select and 
manipulate without labels

Press OK to create the alignment
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Create and Manage Strata Surfaces

Strata surfaces can be created with a single click of a button, the surfaces created are standard 
Civil 3D surfaces, they can be edited and manipulated using Civil 3D commands and are dis-
played in the tool prospector like any other surface.

The Civil 3D surface will be created using the Style "KNX_Geotechnical Surface"; if this sur-
face style is not 

present it will be created. The styles associated to the strata surfaces can be changed or 
edited. 

For more information on editing surface styles please refer to the AutoCAD Civil 3D user help 
"Surface Styles and Visualization"

Strata Manager
Command: HBSI_StrataManager 

From the OpenGround Professional ribbon, click Strata to display the dialog box. 

The Strata Manager is used to create and display strata surfaces based on the Band By selec-
tion.

The manager is designed to make it fast and easy to switch between strata surfaces, the dis-
play of each surface can be checked On or Off; there is no need to change the surface style to 
hide the surface.

The surfaces are displayed with the vertical exaggeration specified in the Location manager.

 

The grid lists all strata as specified by the Band By option in the project and gives summary 
information for the various strata.

The grid can be sorted by clicking on the header of any column, clicking again will change the 
sort order.
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The grid contents can be filtered by using the filter icon 

 in the column header.

Band By: The banding option is used to specify the type of geotechnical data to be used to cre-
ate the surfaces on. Changing the banding will not affect the current surfaces but will allow 
new surfaces to be created using the selected banding. 

Include Base of Locations: Indicates if the last depth value from a location should be used in 
creating the strata surfaces, including the last value from a hole that may create inaccurate sur-
faces. The last value from the hole, highlights the depth of the hole and not the depth of the 
base of the strata. For instance, in Trial Pits the geology will continue past the bottom of the 
Trial Pit. Toggle On Include "Base of Locations" will force the last value from the location to be 
used in creating surfaces.

State: The state icon indicates if the data in OpenGround Professional from which the surface 
was created has altered; if the surfaces are using the latest data the icon will be a green tick, if 
the surface needs updating the icon will be a red cross.

Visible: When toggled ON will create both the Top and Base surfaces representing the stratum 
if they are not already created, and automatically display the Top surface. Toggling off will hide 
the surfaces. 

Use the down arrow 

to control the display of both top and base surfaces independently.

Strata name: The column name will change to reflect the current Band By option, the value dis-
played is the unique name for the stratum, the value is dependent on the Band By option.

View: Click the button to display the Stratum Locations dialog. The dialog will display a list of 
all the locations used in creating the surface. The top and base of individual locations can be 
toggled on and off so that their data is not used in creating the surface.

Stratum Locations
The dialog is displayed by clicking View in the Strata Manager.

It lists all the boreholes used in the creation of the stated stratum, the top or base surface can 
be tuned on or off by including or excluding individual location data.
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Top:  Toggled On indicates the location is being used to create the stratum Top surface. By tog-
gling off, the surface is updated without using the data from the hole location.

Base:  Toggled Off indicates the location is not being used to create the stratum Base surface. 
By toggling On, the surface is updated with the data from the hole location.
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Layer Manager

The Geotechnical Layer Manager defines the structure of the geotechnical layer names and 
how geotechnical objects, Strata and entities are split over multiple layers. The tool can be 
used to ensure geotechnical layer names meet any standards being utilised.

Command HBSI_LayerManager

   

Please note that this is an administrative tool that requires the relevant HBSI security role to 
access. Please refer to the following Assist article for more information, which can be found 
here.

From the Geotechnical Module ribbon click Layers, this will display the Geotechnical Layer 
Manager.

The manager will have a pre-configured default naming convention for the geotechnical layers.

The dialog displays examples of how the layer name will appear once applied.
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The text boxes and drop downs are used to define the layer naming convention.

The prefix and suffix can be edited with text and numbers, note that special characters are 
allowed but it will only recognise a dash, underscore or dollar sign. All other special characters 
are ignored and replaced by an underscore.

The three drop down items can be customised to show the Object, Stratum and Element in any 
order or not at all.

Objects are considered to be the core geotechnical objects created, for instance the 3D bore-
holes, the strata surfaces, plan log strips, profile log strips or fence objects.

Stratum, this is defined by the current Stratum Band being used by the geotechnical module

Element, these are the core AutoCAD entities that make up the geotechnical objects, for 
instance this will include text, hatches, blocks etc.

None, means this element will be ignored.

Split Stratum layer based on hatch pattern

The Split Stratum layer based on hatch pattern checkbox is selected by default and allows for 
multiple hatch patterns overlays (these can be defined in the geotechnical Hatch manager for a 
strata) to be created on separate layers or, if toggled off one layer for each strata regardless of 
how many hatch patterns it contains.

The example below illustrates some customised options:

 

Terminolgy
Press the Terminology button to bring up the Geotechnical Terminology dialog which is an 
accompaniment to the Geotechnical Layers Manager and is used to define the terminology rep-
resenting the Geotechnical Objects or Elements.
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For instance, for a 3D borehole, the layer name terminology can be changed to Boring from 
3Dhole. This gives the user flexible control over layer naming convention and terminology 
used.

Below is the default Terminology being applied, this can be customised based on require-
ments.

Press Save to commit the changes, this will return back to the Geotechnical Layer Manager dia-
log to commit the layer naming conventions press Save here.

The Saved layer name definition will be the default for all geotechnical projects.

Note: the Geotechnical Layer Manager will only affect new layers created once a definition has 
been saved, existing geotechnical objects will not be moved to the new layer definition, nor 
will existing layers be renamed.

It is recommended the geotechnical layer definition is saved before commencing a new pro-
ject.

The AutoCAD 3D Layer Properties Manager can be used to show all layers in the drawing. 
Using the ACAD command LAYER to bring up the Layer Properties Manager dialog.

The visibility of layers can be toggled on/off and customising the appearance is also possible. 
Please consult the Autodesk Civil 3D help or user manual for further information.

Note: Geotechnical layer colours, materials and transparency can be changed in the standard 
AutoCAD layer manager for the current drawing independently of the styles saved in the Hatch 
manager. This gives control over the current drawing.
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Geotechnical Legend

The Geotechnical Legend command quickly creates legend tables for the strata in the current 
project. The legend tables can be created in either model or paper space. The tables created 
use standard AutoCAD table styles, new styles can be created and edited using the Table-
styles command.
Command: KNX_CreateFenceDiagrams   

From the OpenGround Professional ribbon click Legend to display the Geotechnical Legend dia-
log.

Geotechnical Legend dialog settings:

Table Style:  From the pick list select the AutoCAD table style to use to create the Geotechnical 
Legend, the styles are standard AutoCAD table styles and are defined using the Tablestyle com-
mand.

Title: Enter the title to be used for the Legend table

Hide Legend Title: check Off for the legend title not to be drawn at the top of the table, this is 
useful for concatenating multiple legend tables.

Band By: Select the strata type to display in the legend table, for instance Geology Code or 
Legend Code
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Hatch Type: Select the hatch type form the picklist, the legend table can display either the pat-
tern used for 2D hatching in log strips and strata bands in profile views or the 3D colour used 
in the 3D geotechnical model elements.

Additional columns: 

Band by code: displays the strata name

Band by description: displays the strata description if defined

Create: Press Create and select the top left corner for the legend table.
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Geotechnical Hatch Manager

Traditionally complex hatch combinations may be used to represent different geologies; often 
the standard AutoCAD hatch patterns are not flexible enough. A geotechnical hatch may be 
made up from multiple overlaid hatch patterns each with its own colour, scale and rotation.  

The Geotechnical Hatch Manager allows precise geotechnical hatches to be created from mul-
tiple hatch overlays. When rendering log strips or profile areas the geotechnical hatch that 
matches the stratum banding will be used.

The Hatch Manager also controls the colour of the 3D borehole cylinders and strata surfaces 
for each banding.

The OpenGround Civils Extension is shipped with a number of AutoCAD patterns for geology 
together with the standard geotechnical hatch styles for AGS legend codes. New geotechnical 
hatch styles are automatically created when accessing project with new stratum codes not 
encountered before. The Geotechnical Hatch Manager can be used to edit and refine these 
automatically created styles.
Command: HBSI_HatchManager 

From the OpenGround Professional ribbon click Hatches to display the Geotechnical Hatch 
Manager

The Geotechnical Hatch Manager is divided into two elements, at the top is the Geotechnical 
Hatches grid, at the bottom is the Hatch Editor.
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The Geotechnical Hatch grid lists all of the geotechnical hatches defined and works like any 
standard OpenGround Professional grid, with the column headers being used for sorting and fil-
tering the data.

Over a period of time a large number of hatch styles may be defined, it is recommended to 
use the filter to find particular styles.

Hatch Scale FactorCan be used to scale up all geotechnical hatch patterns within a drawing. 
For instance, if your hatch patterns are designed to repeat correctly over one AutoCAD unit, 
but your log strips are five units across; set the Hatch scale factor to five to ensure the Hatch 
patterns fit correctly

Add: Click Add to create a new geotechnical hatch style, the Hatch Editor can then be used to 
create the new style

Copy: Select a geotechnical hatch style and then click Copy to make a complete duplicate of 
the selected style, the Hatch Editor will be updated with the copied information enabling modi-
fications where necessary.

Remove: Select a Geotechnical Hatch from the grid and click Remove to delete the Geo-
technical Hatch.

 

Hatch Editor
Name: Enter the name for the geotechnical hatch style; any strata with the matching name will 
be hatched using the style.

Category: Enter a category for the style, categories can be used to find and filter on. 

Colour: Pick a colour to use for the strata in 3D borehole and strata surfaces

Protected: Toggle On Protected to ensure only the creator of the Hatch or the System Admin-
istrator can edit the geotechnical hatch style; unprotected styles can be edited by any user.

Description: Enter a description for the geotechnical hatch style.

Material: Strata can be represented by materials which can be added from AutoDesk Civil 3D 
Materials Browser. 

Hatch Editor Grid: The Hatch Editor Grid is used to add hatch overlays to the geotechnical 
hatch style, each overlay will be represented as a separate row in the grid.

Hatch: Select the AutoCAD hatch pattern to use for the overlay hatch

Colour: Pick the colour to use for the overlay hatch

Scale: Set the scale for the overlay hatch

Angle:  Set the rotation for the overlay hatch

Add: Click Add to add an additional overlay to the current geotechnical hatch style

Remove: Click Remove to delete the selected overlay from the current geotechnical hatch 
style

Order arrows: The icons 

can be used to change the display order for the hatch overlays. Hatches at the top of the list 
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will be displayed first. 

Materials
The Geotechnical Hatch Manager allows for assigning materials as well as colours to rep-
resent strata in the 3D geotechnical objects, these include the 3D boreholes, surfaces and 
fences.

Materials is a function within AutoCAD and will need to be assigned to a materials library 
and saved as a Drawing Template before they can be added to strata within the Hatch Man-
ager. Consult AutoCAD help for details on creating material libraries and saving templates.

 

Once the Material library is created they can be selected from within the Hatch Manager.

Select a Geology and then select a material from the Hatch Manager drop down list.

Press save to confirm changes within the Hatch Manager. 

Materials are not visible if the visual style is set to 2D Wireframe

 

The below is an example of how the materials may look represented on a drawing based off a 
previously saved template.
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Geotechnical Style Manager

Geotechnical Styles control the way geotechnical features appear in AutoCAD Civil 3D. They 
are called geotechnical style sets as each location type can use a different style setting, for 
instance a trial pit may use a different plan symbol and label compared to a rotary core hole.

Geotechnical Style definitions are saved at system level in the OpenGround Professional data-
base, the styles themselves are made up from a number of components, the log strip template 
and various settings are also stored in OpenGround Professional, however, there are a num-
ber of AutoCAD based items including Point styles and blocks which must be saved in a draw-
ing template.

Refer to Updating an AutoCAD Drawing Template in this User Guide.

Command: HBSI_StyleManager  

From the OpenGround Professional ribbon click Styles to display the Geotechnical Style Man-
ager.

The Geotechnical Style Manager is divided into two elements, at the top is the Geotechnical 
Styles Grid, and at the bottom is the Styles Editor.

The Geotechnical Style Grid ists all of the geotechnical styles defined and works like any 
standard OpenGround Professional grid, with the column headers being used for sorting and fil-
tering the data. Selecting a style by clicking on it in the grid will populate the Style Editor.
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Create: Click Create to generate a new style, the Style Editor is populated with default settings 
ready to be updated.

Copy:  Click Copy to make a duplicate of the selected geotechnical style set, the Style Editor is 
populated with the copied style.

Delete: Deletes the selected Style.

Set Current: Makes the selected style Current and refreshes the Geotechnical features in the 
drawing using the selected style definitions.

Templates: The template screen is used to manage the Civil Extension profile templates avail-
able in the application. The templates are stored in OpenGround Professional, the Template 
Manager can be used to import new template components when they become available from 
Bentley.

 

Import: Imports new Civil Extension profile templates component file (.hbc) into the Civil Exten-
sion.

Delete: Deletes the selected templates from the Style Manager

Style Editor
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The Style Editor lists the Hole Type Styles making up the geotechnical style set, the <Default> 
Hole Type Style is compulsory and is used to define the style of all hole types without a spe-
cific hole type style listed.

Name: The name for the Geotechnical Style set.

Protected: Toggle on Protected to ensure only the style creator or the System Administrator 
can edit the geotechnical style set, unprotected styles can be edited by any user.

Hole Type Styles are made up from five elements:

Type: The matching Hole Type to apply the style to, for instance if the location is a CP, then 
the Hole Type Style with type as CP will be used, if no matching Hole Type Style is defined 
then the default style will be used.

Plan Point: The AutoCAD Civil 3D point style to use to display the location symbol on plan. By 
default, the Civil Extension creates the KNX_Location Point Style; the style can be edited 
although it is recommended a copied version should be updated. The Civil Extension is also 
supplied with a range of Point Styles for specific hole types; these include CP, TP, TC, SPT 
and others.

For information on creating and editing point styles refer to Point Styles in the AutoCAD Civil 
3D User help

 

 

 

Plan Label:  The AutoCAD Civil 3D Point Label style to use to display the location text on plan. 
By default the Civil Extension creates the KNX_Location Point Label style; the style can be 
edited although it is recommended a copied version should be updated. 

3D Stick: Defines the appearance of the 3D borehole cylinders. It uses 3D Stick styles saved 
in OpenGround Professional.  Select the 3D Stick style to use or click the down arrow to see 
the three options:  Create New, Copy Current Selection and Edit Current Selection, to create 
new, copy or edit the 3D Stick styles.

Plan Strip: Defines the appearance of the borehole strips displayed on plan. It uses a Plan 
Strip style and Strip templates saved in OpenGround Professional.  Select the Plan Strip style 
to use or click the down arrow to see the three options:  Create New, Copy Current Selection 
and Edit Current Selection, to create new, copy or edit the Plan Strip styles
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Plan Strip Editor
Creates and updates Plan Strip styles

Name: Enter a name for the style

Header: The AutoCAD Civil 3D point label style used to locate the location on the Profile 
View, <Auto> refers to KNX_Strip_Header, the default point label style created by the Geo-
technical Extension. The style can be edited although it is recommended a copied version 
should be updated. 

Template: Select the strip template to use. Strip templates are managed with the Template but-
ton on the Geotechnical Style Manager

X Offset: The horizontal distance to position the top left/right of strip from borehole location.

Y Offset: The vertical distance to position the top left/right of strip from borehole location.

Strip scale: The scale for the plan strip relative to the default size. Changing the strip scale 
also changes the strip text scale to match the entered value. The text scale can be altered inde-
pendently however.

Text Scale: The scale to change the text size independently to the strip scale. Note: Plan strips 
now use annotative text.

Save: Click Save to store the Plan Strip style definition

Profile Strip: Defines the appearance of the borehole Profile Strips. It uses Profile Strip styles 
and Strip templates saved in OpenGround Professional.  Select the Profile Strip style to use or 
click the down arrow to see the three options:  Create New, Copy Current Selection and Edit 
Current Selection, to create new, copy or edit the Profile Strip styles.
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Profile Strip Editor
Creates and updates Profile Strip styles

Name: Enter a name for the style

Header: The AutoCAD Civil 3D point label style used to locate the location on the Profile 
View, <Auto> refers to KNX_Strip_Header, the default point label style created by the Geo-
technical Extension. The style can be edited although it is recommended a copied version 
should be updated. 

Template: Select the profile strip template to use. Profile Strip templates are managed with the 
Template button on the Geotechnical Style Manager

Strip Scale: The scale for the profile strip relative to the default size. Changing the strip scale 
also changes the strip text scale to match the entered value. The text scale can be altered inde-
pendently.

Text Scale: The scale to change the text size independently to the strip scale. Note: Profile 
strips now use annotative text.

Save: Click Save to store the Profile Strip style definition

Updating an AutoCAD Drawing Template
As with any AutoCAD work, having a configured drawing template can save considerable 
time. Customised geotechnical styles can be saved within a drawing template follow these 
simple steps:

Use an existing drawing or create a new drawing using your standard drawing template 
containing the AutoCAD Civil 3D style you would normally use, click Connect in the 
OpenGround Professional ribbon and connect to a sample project to work with.

Create and configure both AutoCAD Civil 3D styles and geotechnical styles in the nor-
mal way.

Save and exit the drawing

Open the Drawing Template to update

From the AutoCAD Civil 3D menu Manage ribbon panel Styles, click Import

Select the drawing saved in step three above; the AutoCAD Civil 3D Import Styles dia-
log will be displayed.
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Select the styles to import and click OK

Save the current drawing template. dwt

New drawings can be created based on the saved drawing template; the new drawings will 
have the new or modified AutoCAD Civil 3D styles in them.

Creating Project Level Hatches and Styles.
From v10.0.1.104 it is now possible to create Hatches and Styles for use in the project cur-
rently being worked on. This is very useful if you are working on a project that will use specific 
hatches and styles and do not want them being overwritten in other projects.

The principle of creating them are the same as you would normally however there are a few 
more options.

Creating Project Hatches
In the Hatch Manager you will notice there are now two new buttons Duplicate and Copy To 
which are greyed out initially. 
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Pressing Add will create brand new Hatch which will be displayed in the grid list of available 
hatches. The new hatch will be shown is orange and the destination will be set to the Project 
which is the default behaviour. If you wish to save to the Configuration Pack instead then 
select Configuration Pack by using the radio button shown below.
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At this point the Duplicate and Copy To options will be enabled. 

Duplicate: Will create an exact copy of the new project hatch which can only be saved to the 
same project.
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Copy To: This button will either show as Copy to Config or Copy To Project depending on if 
the selected hatch was saved to the project or Config Pack. When pressed this will duplicate 
the same hatch but the destination will either be Config or Project depending on where the ori-
ginal was saved to.
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If copies of existing hatches that are currently being used for the project are created then they 
will be used as they default hatches for the project moving forward. 

This means if there was a hatch for the a picklist called CL (clay) that existed in the Config 
Pack and a copy was made to the project, if the hatch pattern or colouring was changed then 
the drawing would use the Project copy by default not the original Config version.

Creating Project Styles
Open the Styles Manager from the CAD ribbon. The Styles Menu will have the Create button 
enabled and, much like with the Hatch menu there will be a Duplicate and Copy to Project But-
ton greyed out.

When you press create now there will be a new dialog that pops up to confirm the chosen 
saved destination. The dialog radio button will default to Project.
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Press select to confirm, the new style will appear in the list coloured in orange to confirm its a 
project style, the destination will also say the name of the Project.
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From here you are able to rename the style and customise the style options as required. 

The style will only appear in the project it is saved to.

If you wish to copy an existing Config Pack style to the project you can select the appropriate 
style, which will then enable the Copy to Project button.

If you copy an existing style to the Project you cannot re copy it also, If you duplicate a style 
you can only do so once as well.
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Creating XYZ Point Groups and Surfaces

The XYZ functionality allows any down hole data stored in OpenGround Professional to be rep-
resented in the drawing either by a point group or a surface by means of a wizard interface. 
The information can either be displayed at the correct Z value down hole At Elevation or use 
the actual value of the data as the Z coordinate At Value.

XYZ Point Group of "N Values below 30"

Creating a Point Style
For detailed information on creating an AutoCAD Civil 3D point and a point label style please 
refer to the AutoCAD Civil 3D user documentation.

Below are the basic steps for creating a new point style.

A point style specifies the symbol that displays at the X Y location for the point in the drawing. 
The style can also specify scaling for the symbol and its appearance in 3D views.

To create a point style

In Toolspace, on the Settings tab, right-click the Point Styles collection and pick New.

In the Point Style dialog box, click the Information Tab. Enter a name and description 
for the point style.

To define the symbol used to display the point, click the Marker tab. Specify the symbol 
type and options for size, scaling, and rotation.

To define how the point displays in 3D views, click the 3D Geometry Tab. Specify the 
3D Geometry settings.

To define the display properties for the point style, click the Display Tab. Specify the dis-
play properties for the symbol.

To view summary information about the style, click the Summary tab.

Click OK.
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XYZ Point Group
Connect: HBSI_CreatePointGroup  

From the OpenGround Professional ribbon click Point Group to display the XYZ Point Group 
Wizard.

The XYZ Point Group Wizard has four steps

Step One: Select Source Data
This step is used to select the table of data in OpenGround Professional to create the point 
group on.

Grouping: At the top of the wizard page is the Grouping Pick List, the default selection is All 
Data, the pick list will itemise all groups defined in the project and individual boreholes. Select 
the group or borehole to limit the XYZ Point Group to.

Project Explorer: The Project Explorer lists all of the data tables within the project, the greyed 
out rows indicate there are no entries for that data table in the project

From the Project Explorer select the data table to create the XYZ Point Group on. 

Search Project Explorer: enter a value to find the matching data tables

Next: Press Next to proceed to the next step in the wizard.

For more information on the Project Explorer refer to Project Explorer in the OpenGround Pro-
fessional User Manual
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Step Two: Select Data Filters
Step two of the wizard displays the selected data in a standard OpenGround Professional grid. 
The standard grid filters can be used to only select the data required. For instance you may not 
be interested in N value metres in the top 3 m of a hole.

 

Use the Filter tool in the column headings to filter the data so only the matching records are dis-
played.

Next: Press Next to proceed to the next step in the wizard.

Step Three: Set Location Details
Step three of the wizard is used to specify the locations at where the point group should be cre-
ated.

Name: Enter the name for the XYZ Point Group.

Location: From the pick list select either Easting, Northing or Latitude, Longitude to specify the 
X and Y coordinates for the location
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At Elevation: If the point should be plotted at the elevation down the hole, pick the depth 
related data field from the pick list. Note: only the depth data fields are listed.

At Value: Uses the value of the selected data field for the plotted point of the Z coordinate. For 
instance, if using N Values from a standard penetration test results table, if N value is 30 then 
the point will be plotted with the Z coordinate as 30. Note: all numeric data fields are listed. 

Next: Press Next to proceed to the next step in the wizard.

Step Four: Set Additional Values
Step four of the wizard is used to add labels to the points. Additional down hole data related to 
the plotted value can be added to the point
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Add: Press Add to append an additional label to the point, from the newly created pick list in 
the grid above select the desired label to add to the point. This process can be repeated mul-
tiple times

Remove: Select a label row from the grid above and click Remove to erase it from the labels to 
be created.

Finish: Press Finish to create the XYZ point group. XYZ point groups use standard AutoCAD 
Civil 3D point groups, the point groups can be edited and styled in the normal way. The point 
group data will be refreshed with the latest data when the Geotechnical Extension Update com-
mand is used.

The point groups are created using the KNX_Geotechnical Point style for the point marker. A 
point label style is created for each XYZ point group having the name KNX_<XYZ point group 
name>.

 

Creating XYZ Point Groups and Surfaces
The XYZ functionality allows any down hole data stored in OpenGround Professional to be rep-
resented in the drawing either by a point group or a surface by means of a wizard interface. 
The information can either be displayed at the correct Z value down hole At Elevation or use 
the actual value of the data as the Z coordinate At Value.
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XYZ Point Group of "N Values below 30"
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Interpretations

The interpretation commands have two main purposes:

1. To make editing and updating geotechnical Profile views and the profiles much easier

2. An aid for modelling strata 3D surfaces

 

The standard Civil 3D tools for editing profiles are not conducive to drawing strata, the com-
mands are time-consuming and cumbersome. The interpretation functionality has been added 
to aid the process of drawing geotechnical cross sections and help produce 3D models of the 
strata surfaces.

Interpretation functionality is built upon standard Civil 3D surfaces and Profile Views, the user 
can quickly sketch and edit a strata profile and the corresponding civil 3D surface will be 
updated to reflect the profile.

Understanding the process
It is worth understanding the process used by the interpretation functionality to explain the 
changes made to the civil 3D surfaces, as the strata profile displayed does not always follow 
the profile originally drawn.

When a strata profile in an interpretation profile view is updated, the geometry is used to create 
a 3D feature line following the alignment of the profile view. The feature line is automatically 
added as a break line to the corresponding strata 3D surface and the resultant profile is then 
projected back onto the interpretation Profile View. The final profile viewed is not the one 
drawn but the one projected from the 3D surface and because civil 3D surfaces are built up 
from numerous pieces of data you don't always get the same as originally drawn.

The diagram below shows the process automated by the Edit Interpretation command.
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Load Interpretation
Geotechnical interpretations can be saved to the cloud for later retrieval with the Interpretation 
Load command.

The command Saves the alignments together with the profile elevations. The Load Inter-
pretation command can be used in another drawing session, to recreate the alignments, sur-
faces and profile data.
Command: HBCloud_LoadGroundModel

From the Civil Extension ribbon Interpretation Panel press the Load icon to display the Inter-
pretation Load dialog
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The Load Interpretation dialog will list any previously saved interpretations for the current pro-
ject.

 

Create: Creates a placeholder on the cloud to save interpretations to

Edit: Change the Name or Description of his saved interpretation

Delete: Delete a previously saved interpretation from the cloud

 

Load: Pressing Load will display the Load Interpretation Section dialog listing all the sections 
saved in the selected interpretation
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Press OK to load the displayed sections. If strata surfaces have not already been created the 
command will create all the necessary civil 3D strata surfaces, then for each section selected: 
alignments will be created if not already present and the Strata surfaces updated with feature 
lines and breaklines created representing the elevation of the strata from the interpretation pro-
file views.

Note: Interpretation Profile Views are not automatically created, these can be quickly created if 
required using the Create Interpretation command and select one of the listed interpretation sec-
tion names

The loaded interpretations can be further refined using the Edit Interpretation command.

Save Interpretation
Geotechnical interpretations can be saved to the cloud for later retrieval with the Interpretation 
Load command.

The command Saves the alignments together with the profile elevations. The Load Inter-
pretation command can be used in another drawing session, to recreate the alignments, sur-
faces and profile data.
Command: HBCloud_SaveGroundModel

From the Civil Extension ribbon Interpretation Panel press the Save icon to display the Inter-
pretation Save dialog
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The dialog displays information on all the interpretation profile views, called sections, in the 
drawing.

 

Select: From the drawing select the profile views to be saved, by default all newly created or 
updated profile views will be automatically selected.

Save As: Click Save As and in the dialog enter a name and a description for the saved inter-
pretations and press Save to commit the saves to the cloud.

Save: The Save button will be active if Load interpretations has been used to load interpretations 
from the cloud. Pressing Save will update the cloud.

Create
The Interpretation Create command quickly creates geotechnical profile views using the 
defaults defined within the Settings command.
Command: HBSI_ModellingSection  

From the OpenGround Professional ribbon Interpretation Panel press the Createicon, to display 
the Interpretation Create dialog.
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The command gives four options for either creating a new alignment or selecting an existing 
one:

Name: from the drop-down list select the alignment

Select from Drawing:  Select the required alignment from the drawing

Create Alignment: Follow the prompts to draw the alignment line and press Enter when 
done; An alignment will be created ready for use.

Create from Line: Select from the drawing an existing line, polyline or feature line to use to 
create an alignment, the original line will be left intact.

 

Create: Once an alignment is either created or selected press Create and click the bottom left 
location for the profile view.

 

A Geotechnical Profile View for use with the Interpretation commands will be drawn using the 
defaults defined with the Settings command.

Edit
The Interpretation Edit command is the main command for editing and manipulating geo-
technical profile views. The command has been designed to make it easy to identify the dif-
ferent strata and to highlight the corresponding profiles. 

Command allows the strata profiles to be easily modified but still contains the link with the 
strata surface, the edits made to the profile are generally reflected in the strata surface.
Command: HBSI_ModellingManager  

From the OpenGround Professional ribbon Interpretation Panel press the Editicon which will dis-
play the Interpretation Manager dialog to edit geotechnical profile views.
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Start Edit: Press Start Edit and select the geotechnical profile view from the drawing to work 
with. To select a profile view, click on the profile view border or gridlines.

Selecting a profile view will put the profile view in edit mode and change its appearance, apply-
ing transparency to the strata hatch areas and boreholes, profiles styles will also be changed 
to highlight the current profiles being edited, emphasising the vertices on the profile.

Note: It is recommended to set the AutoCAD Transparency Display On 
(TRANSPARENCYDISPLAY) and Line weight to show (LWDISPLAY).

 

The Interpretation Manager dialog will also be updated to list the strata in the project and activ-
ate the buttons.
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For each stratum listed the following options are available:

Hatch: Toggle On or Off to display the stratum hatch band

Top: Toggle On to make the stratum top profile editable

Base: Toggle On to make the stratum base profile editable

Highlight: By clicking on the stratum Name in the list, the Stratum band in the profile view will 
be highlighted. The actual amount of transparency and the profile styles used are defined in 
the Interpretation Settings command.

Boundary: When toggled On displays vertical lines where the intersection of boundaries 
occurs with the alignments for any boundaries associated to the stratum surfaces

To edit a profile toggle On the appropriate profile to make it editable, either the Top or Base; mul-
tiple profiles can be edited at the same time by toggling on the appropriate check boxes.

 

Only profiles that coincide should be edited simultaneously otherwise undesirable changes 
will be made.

 

For the editable profiles the following commands are available:
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Follow: Select an existing polyline, line or profile for the editable profiles to follow, press Enter 
to follow the whole of the selected object or pick the left and right extents from the drawing, the 
section to be updated will be highlighted red. For the selected section the editable profiles will 
be updated and vertices along the profile will be replaced with those from the selected line.

Draw:  Draw a series of points for the new profile, any existing profile vertices between the start 
chainage and end chainage will be replace with the newly drawn profile section. The whole 
profile or just part of the profile can be redrawn. Repeating the process just replaces existing 
profile vertices with the new.

Add: Add a new vertex to the editable profiles at the chainage point picked

Remove: Remove a vertex from the editable profiles at the Chainage point picked

Trim: Remove excess profile from the left or right of the editable profiles, on the profile view 
click the place to trim and then indicate whether the left or right side should be trimmed, the 
side to be trimmed is highlighted red.  Note: trim can only remove the section's profiles that 
have been added using the Edit interpretation functionality for the current profile view, it cannot 
trim profiles that already existed.

Reset: Removes all edit made to the current editable profiles for this profile view.

 

Additional commands include

Undo: At any time the undo command can be used to remove the previous edit made

Order By: Orders the Strata listed in the dialog to match the selected borehole

Clear All: Toggles Off all of the editable profile check boxes

Alignments: Pressing alignments toggles on the display where other alignments cross the pro-
file view.

 

End Edit: When the changes to the profile view are complete press End Edit, to return the pro-
file view to its normal display state. Note: pressing Start Edit and selecting a different profile 
will also return profile view to its normal display state.

Delete
The Interpretation Delete command is a quick way to remove all edits made by an inter-
pretation profile view. By deleting interpretation all elements related to the interpretation will be 
erased from the drawing, this includes the alignment, profile view, profiles and feature lines
Command: HBSI_DeleteInterpretedSection  

From the OpenGround Professional ribbon Interpretation Panel press the Deleteicon.

 

At the command prompt select the alignment of the Interpretation to delete.
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Press Yes to confirm the deletion of the Interpretation, the alignment the profile view, all profiles, 
feature lines and any edits to the strata surfaces will be removed.

Note: you should only use this command on alignments that have been created for inter-
pretation.

Boundary
Adding boundaries to 3D surfaces is an excellent way to control which parts of the surface is 
displayed in both 3D but also on profile views. This command helps speed up and automates 
the adding of boundaries to strata surfaces.
Command: HBSI_CreateBoundary  

From the OpenGround Professional ribbon Interpretation Panel press the Boundary icon, to dis-
play the Interpretation Boundary dialog.

Band by: The set of strata surfaces to work on. From the grid select the appropriate stratum to 
add the boundaries.

Boundary Type: Pick the type of surface boundary to create, the options are:

Outer: Defines the outer boundary of the surface; all triangles inside it are visible and all tri-
angles that are outside it, are invisible.
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Show: Displays all triangles inside the boundary; you can use it to create visible areas 
within hide boundaries.

Hide: Masks areas of the triangulation, and therefore the stratum is not visible in the area.

Data Clip: Creates a surface boundary limited by a polygon object from the drawing, such 
as 2D and 3D polylines, feature lines, survey figures, parcels, and circles.

Select: Picks an existing polyline from the drawing to use as the boundary. Boundaries will be 
added to the selected strata top and base surfaces.

Draw: Specify the start point of the boundary and click subsequent points defining the extents 
of the boundary, Undo and Close options can be used. The new boundary will be added to both 
the top and base surfaces for the selected strata.

Staying within the Interpretation Boundary dialog new boundaries can quickly be added any of 
the strata surfaces.

Close: To close the dialog and finish the command.

Settings
The profile views created with the Interpretation commands are based on the defaults defined 
in the Settings command. The settings are saved within the current drawing.
Command: HBSI_HBSI_Settings  

From the OpenGround Professional ribbon Interpretation Panel press the Settings icon to display 
the Interpretation Settings dialog.
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Profile View
Style: Profile view style to be used for the interpretation profile views

Band Set: The band set to be used for the interpretation profile view

Band by: Restricts the strata surfaces displayed to those matching the band by set; if band by 
is <Not Set> then all created strata surfaces will be listed.

Hatch sections: Specifies whether the strata bands will be hatched on the profile view

Projected Strips
Style: The geotechnical style to use for the log strips projected onto the profile view

Buffer Distance: The distance from which boreholes will be projected onto the profile view

Transparency
Selected stratum transparency: The level of transparency for the highlighted stratum hatch, 
between 0 and 100, 0 is opaque

Strata transparency: The level of transparency for the strata hatch areas, between 0 and 100, 
0 is opaque
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Offset strip distance: The distance away from the alignment for a borehole to be considered 
constrained, this means the strata profiles cannot be edited at a constraint borehole location. 
Non-constrained boreholes are displayed transparent

Profiles:
Selected Style: The profile style to use when a profile is checked editable

Style: The profile style used for all other strata profiles when interpretation is being edited.
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Fence Diagrams

The Civil Extension allows for the creation of fence diagrams to visualise surfaces on the Plan 
view of the drawing in 3D from created Profile Views.

It is important to have methods to easily visualise and understand subsurface geology, the 
Fence Diagram command can be used to create a "3D section" for view in model space.  The 
fence diagram command uses either 3D Mesh surfaces or 3D solids to create a "curtain" of 
geology objects following the alignment.

 

Command: HBSI_CreateFenceDiagrams

From the Civil Extension Ribbon Fence Diagram Panel Press Create, this will display the 3D 
Fence Diagram creator dialog.

Thickness:  Controls the width the fence diagram is generated when viewed in a 3D space

Select: Used to choose an existing profile View previously created from an alignment. Either 
the profile views or alignments can be selected

After choosing an appropriate thickness and selecting the Profile View or multiple alignments 
from the drawing, press return to confirm selection. The 3D Fence dialog will return and now 
show the number of fence diagrams that will be created and, if applicable the number being 
rebuilt from changes being made.
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Create: Fence Diagrams will be generated on the drawings Plan View when pressed.

The below example illustrates the finished product of a created fence diagram which is visu-
alised with a Realistic visual style.

The below illustrates the profile view in comparison to the Fence Diagram.
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Manage Fence Diagrams
If the Civil Extension is updated, profiles edited or changed in some manner, the fence dia-
gram manager command can be used to update the Fence Diagrams…
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Further help

For futher assistance, please consult our help site at the following link;

https://communities.bentley.com/products/geotechnical1/w/wiki/48099/openground-cloud

This includes a variety of helpful resources, including instruction videos, downloadable test 
definitions and support articles.

Queries can be raised directly with us via one of the following methods:

Email: support.gim@bentley.com

Raise a Service Request: https://apps.bentley.com/srmanager/ProductSupport

Telephone: +44 (0)1527 68888
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Useful Web Links

Bentley homepage - https://www.bentley.com/en/products/brands/openground

This site acts as our shop window to the world, keeping users informed of changes and events 
relating to Bentley products. New users are advised to provide their password details to allow 
them access to the site. Other pages of the site also provide access to details of our training 
courses, support articles and account management.

Association of Geotechnical and Geo-environmental Specialists (AGS) - www.ag-
s.org.uk/aboutus/welcome.cfm

This can be particularly useful for those who are working with the AGS format. The site allows 
the download of the AGS Notes for Guidance that outlines the correct use of the format. We 
recommend that all users obtain this document (and are unable to distribute ourselves for copy-
right reasons). Additionally, the site includes discussion areas to debate AGS related issues.

Geotechnical Data Hub- www.geotechnicaldatahub.com

An open forum for geotechnical professionals, engineering geologists, data producers, data 
managers and GIS professionals to talk about data management subjects.

www.twitter.com/Bentley

www.linkedin.com/company/Bentley
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